New Celebrity Couple: Jon
Hamm Is Dating Former ‘Mad
Men’ Co-Star Anna Osceola

By
Diana Iscenko
In the latest celebrity news, Jon Hamm and former co-star Anna
Osceola have been spotted together, sparking relationship
rumors between the two actors. UsMagazine.com confirms the
celebrity couple is likely in a relationship. The Mad Men
alums have been spotted together playing tennis and picking up
food in the midst of the pandemic.

There’s

a

newly

identified

celebrity couple in Hollywood! What
are some reasons to keep your
relationship under wraps at first?
Cupid’s Advice:
A new relationship is always exciting! You might be tempted to
tell everyone in your life about your new love, but there are
some benefits to keeping a new relationship private. If you’re
not sure if keeping a new relationship under wraps is for you,
Cupid has some advice:
1. You can connect on a deeper level: Keeping your new
relationship private gives you and your partner a chance to
establish your relationship. There’s a lot of learning to do
at the start of a relationship and keeping it private will
allow the two of you to create a strong foundation.
Related Link: ‘Mad Men’ Creator Says Jon Hamm and Jennifer
Westfeldt Are Having ‘Tough Time’ Post-Celebrity Break-Up
2. There’s less pressure: One way to have privacy in a
relationship is to keep it off social media. This prevents
people from having expectations about your relationship. This
will keep the relationship between the two of you and away
from those who aren’t rooting for your happiness.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Megan Fox & Machine Gun
Kelly Confirm Relationship With a Kiss
3. It will end cleanly: Relationships are always a shot in the
dark and they don’t always work out. If your new relationship
wasn’t built to last, keeping it private will make it easier
to move on. You can rely on your inner circle without having
it questioned by outsiders.
When do you know it’s time to tell people about a new

relationship? Start a conversation in the comments below!

Movie Review: Check Out the
Ultimate Game of ‘Tag’

By
Haley Lerner
In this exciting comedy, premiering in theaters on June 15th,
a group of five competitive friends play a constant game of
tag for one month every year. These friends have risked it all
for this 30-year-long ruthless game – including their jobs,
relationships and physical health. The film centers around the
current year’s round of tag, this time coinciding with the
wedding of the only player that has never been tagged, Jerry,

played by Jeremy Renner. So, the other tag players set out on
a mission to finally defeat Jerry once and for all. This
laugh-out loud comedy also stars Ed Helms, Jake Johnson,
Anabelle Wallis, Hannibal Buress, Isla Fisher, Rashida Jones,
Leslie Bibb and Jon Hamm. This buddy comedy shows how far
competition can go between life-long pals and it’s actually
based on a true story.

Tag shows how competition can keep
a group of old friends close for
many years. Keep reading to check
out the rest of our movie review
and some tips on how to stay close
with your old friends.
Should you see it:
Definitely! This is a fun movie that is guaranteed to bring
you lots of laughs. You’ve got to see the chaos that unfolds
over the intense seemingly simple game these pals play.
Who to take:
This movie is about the power of long lasting friendships, so
check out this movie with a few of your close friends! You can
laugh together at the absurd situations the characters put
themselves in in order to tag others. Your group can then also
bond after the film and talk about your old memories together.
It could also be a fun date idea to go to the movie with your
partner.
Cupid’s Advice:
Making new friends is great, but everyone knows the friends
you’ve known for forever will always hold a special place in

your heart. Cupid has some tips on how to keep that close bond
you have with old friends strong:
1. Keep in touch: It sounds obvious, but frequent
communication is really one of the most important ways to stay
connected to old friends. Make a texting group chat with your
old friend group so you guys can update each other about
what’s going on in your lives. Plus, whenever you think of
something funny, you can share it with all your old friends!
Related Link: Movie Review: Book Club
2. Schedule meet-ups: There’s nothing better than actually
seeing your friends in person. Even if your friend group is
living across the map, try to plan group gatherings a few
times a year so you all can reconnect.
Related Link: Movie Review: Midnight Sun
3. Be there for them: When times get tough, old friends are
truly who many people can fall back on. Make sure you’re there
for your friends when life gets rough and support them in any
way you can. Whether it’s a bad break-up, loss of a family
member or money trouble, you should be someone your friends
can talk through their issues with.
Do you have any tips on how to stay tight with old friends?
Comment them below!

‘Mad Men’ Creator Says Jon
Hamm and Jennifer Westfeldt

Are Having ‘Tough Time’ PostCelebrity Break-Up

By
Kyanah Murphy
To lose love, especially when you love someone so much and
they love you is incredibly hard. UsMagazine.com shares that
Mad Men creator Matthew Weiner stated that the former
celebrity couple Jon Hamm and Jennifer Westfeldt are both
having a difficult time dealing with their celebrity break-up.
As a friend to Hamm and Westfeldt, Weiner sees the
difficulties that these two are going through now that they’ve
split after 18 years. Another source mentioned that the
celebrity break-up is due to differences in family goals; Hamm
wanted children, while Westfeldt did not.

This celebrity break-up isn’t an
easy pill to swallow. What are some
ways to cope with a break-up after
a long-term relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether it’s a celebrity break-up or personal break-up,
mending a broken heart is tough. Here are some tips on
bandaging a wounded heart:
1. Accept the break-up: Even after a long-term relationship,
you have to accept the fact that it’s indeed over. You may be
replaying over and over in your head what caused the problems
but ultimately you just need to accept that it happened and
time cannot be reversed or stopped.
Related Link: Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale Split After 13
Years of Celebrity Marriage
2. Let yourself feel everything: If you need to cry, cry. If
you need to yell, yell. You’re going to feel a bunch of
emotions as your heart tries to process the end of your
relationship and heal. It’s perfectly OK to feel every emotion
running through you.
Related Link: Dating Expert Gives Love Advice On When To Date
After a Break-up
3. Take it a day at a time: Pain sucks and you’re going to
want it to end as soon as possible. The truth is, everyone
heals differently from one another. Give yourself time. Focus
on the present day and what you can do for yourself during
this 24 hour time period. In time, as you do more, you will
heal and move forward.

Have you experienced a hard break-up after a long-term
relationship before? Share with us how you coped!

Longtime Celebrity Couple Jon
Hamm and Jennifer Westfeldt
Break Up

By
Mackenzie Scibetta
This week’s latest celebrity news is shattering all of our
hearts, as one of Hollywood’s longest lasting celebrity
couples is parting ways. According to People.com, Jon Hamm and
Jennifer Westfeldt confirmed that their celebrity romance of

18 years has come to an end. The duo has been plagued with
break-up rumors ever since Hamm completed rehab for alcohol
abuse earlier this year. The two started their Hollywood
romance in 1997.

This celebrity couple is no more.
How do you know when you’re ready
to break it off with someone?
Cupid’s Advice:
Coming to terms with the end of a relationship takes a lot of
strength and certainty. While breaking up with someone is
never easy, there are some undeniable signs that can help you
realize if you’re with the wrong person. Cupid is here to help
you decide if it’s time to give your significant other the
boot:
1. You don’t have fun together anymore: If every time you and
your partner get together seems like a chore or burden then
the relationship has likely come to a halt. The point of being
with someone is to share your happiness together, so if you’re
feeling negative emotions, it’s probably not working anymore.
Related Link: Avril Lavigne and Chad Kroeger Announce
Celebrity Break-Up After Two Years of Marriage
2. You’re tormented with feelings of doubt or insecurity: If
you don’t feel secure in a relationship that is a sign of
ongoing or forthcoming trouble. Your partner should keep you
feeling happy and confident, not constantly worried. Having no
trust should be a deal-breaker.
Related Link: Is Tyga Feuding with Celebrity Ex Blac Chyna
Over Kylie Jenner’s Ferrari?
3. Your friends and family think it’s a bad match: Sometimes

the people closest to us know what’s
things from the outside that we are
been in similar situations. If many
family are hinting that a break-up
then you should consider it.

best for us. They can see
blinded to and often have
of your close friends and
would be healthy for you

How did you handle a tough break-up? Let us know in the
comments below.

Famous Couple Jon Hamm and
Jennifer
Westfeldt
Slam
Break-Up Rumors

By

Maggie Manfredi
They’re staying strong! According to UsMagazine.com, famous
couple Jon Hamm and Jennifer Westfeldt are rejecting any and
all break-up rumors. Hamm’s rep stated, “The story that
appeared in this week’s edition of In Touch magazine is not
true. The only gentleman Jennifer visited regularly in
Connecticut was Jon, while he was in rehab. They continue to
ask for the public’s understanding and sensitivity during this
challenging time.” The Hollywood couple did prove other rumors
true recently when Hamm did a 30 day stay in rehab for his
alcohol addiction.

This famous couple is denying being
on the rocks! What are some ways to
avoid letting rumors affect your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
People are always going to talk. Cupid has some tips to deny
the dish like celebrity couple Jon Hamm and Jennifer
Westfeldt:
1. Share what you want: When you’re talking about your
relationship and love life, be sure to only share what you
want to be sharing. Rumors can be made up, but they can also
start from the source and get twisted and turned into
something else. Start by being cautious about what you bring
to the public.
Related Link: Jon Hamm Explains Why He Would Be a ‘Terrible
Father’
2. Laugh it off: Rumors can be outlandish and just
embarrassingly wrong. If they are ridiculous, just brush them

off and find amusement in the sheer craziness of it. You know
what your relationship means to you and your partner and where
you stand, so take comfort in that and let the haters keep
talking.
Related Link: Bobby Flay Helps January Jones After a Hit-AndRun Accident
3. Communicate: Ultimately the most important thing is honest
and open communication between you and your partner. Stand by
each other, defend each other, and just have fun together.
Give them something good to talk about!
How do you keep the rumors at bay? Share your advice below!

